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An upper bound for the expected hitting time to a critical level is given for a storage process 
that can be described as a solution of a stochastic integral equation in which the input process 
is a jump process. This upper bound is applicable when suitable conditions hold for the local 
description of the jump process and for the parameters appearing in the storage equation. 
The expected hitting time storage processes 
upper bound jump process 
1. Introduction 
Let us consider a storage process X, dcfincd by 
equation: 
rl r’ 
the following stochastic integral 
X,(w)=X,,(w)-J r(XJw))ds+J s(X,_(W))dA,(w), la0 
,I 0 
(1.1) 
where A, is an increasing jump process with A. = 0. Equations of this kind occur 
in various fields, especially in storage (inventory) theory. A, can be interpreted as 
the total input during [0, I], X, the storage level at time I, r(X,_) the output rate 
at time S. and j,l SW_) dA, the net input during [0, I]. The latter integral in (1.1) 
is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. 
There is a critical inventory or storage level L of special concern, and we arc 
interested in the finiteness of the mean first-passage time to reach this storage level. 
In this paper we shall derive an upper bound for the expectation of the hitting time 
T, defined by 
T(w)=inf{t;X,(W)GL} 
(1.2) 
=co if{t;X,(W)SL}=O 
under certain conditions with respect to the local description of A, and the param- 
eters appearing in (1.1). 
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In Section 2 some facts on jump processes are presented. The question of the 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of ( 1.1) is also discussed there. 
In Section 3 an upper bound for the expected hitting time E T is given. Some 
examples are also presented including application to a queueing problem. 
The paper by Tweedie and Westcott [9] was the main motivation for the work 
presented in Section 3. In [9] the finiteness problem for the expected hitting time 
of skip-free processes is treated by exploiting Markov properties possessed by such 
processes. Because we have introduced general jump processes as input processes, 
our model does not have Markov properties; a generalized version of Ito’s formula 
(Proposition 3.1) is a basic tool in our analysis, and this is analogous to a well 
known technique where Ito’s formula is used to evaluate the expected hitting time 
of a process that can be expressed as a solution of an Ito’s stochastic integral 
equation ([6, Chap. 2, Section 1 l] and our Remark 3.4). In spite of this different 
approach, condition (iii) in our Theorem 3.2 is very similar to condition (3) in [9, 
Theorem 01. Although jump processes in our model are general enough to 
accommodate a broad class of models, there is a condition that the stochastic 
intensity of jump processes is bounded, and this excludes some important models 
from the application of our results. Jump processes in which interoccurrence times 
form a renewal process arc excluded for this reason. 
2. I’reliminuries 
In this section WC‘ present some characteristics of jump proccsscs which arc 
important for understanding later sections of this paper. 
Let (R. .F, P) bc a complctc probability space with an increasing family of 
sub-cr-liclds {$f, IE[O, a)} of 9 which satisfies the usual conditions that 3, is 
right-continuous and F,, contains all the negligible sets of 9, and let 5’ bc the 
cr-ficld of prcdictablc sets of R x [O, 0;)) generated by all the functions (w. I) + V,(w) 
which are Y,-measurable in w and left-continuous in f. 
Let Z, be a real-valued s,-adapted jump process defined on (f2,F. P). i.e., each 
sample path is piecewise constant, is right-continuous, and has only a finite number 
of jumps in any finite interval. Associated to this jump process Z, there exists a 
pair of stochastic measures {u(d.r, I, w), ,I (w, df)} defined on R* = R/IO} and R + = 
[0, 03) such that I frl, = r_ f(w. s, AZ,) - 
I-, JJ H /( w, sx )v (dx, s, w ). t (w, ds 1 (2.1) 0 . 
A%, co 
is an 5,-martingale for any 9 x a(R)-measurable function f:f2 x [0, CO) x R + R 
satisfying 
where AZ, =Z,-Z,_ [ll, 101. 
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Hereafter we shall assume that the measure ,I has a stochastic intensity, i.e., 
,t(w, [O, t], = I:n(s. o) ds 
for an $,-adapted measurable process A (4 w). 
The stochastic measures {v(dx, r, w), .t(w, dt)} are determined by o up to I, i.e., 
u (A, t, w ) and. 1 (w, [O, r]) are St-adapted for each A E 33 (R) and each t. Furthermore 
these measures have the following probabilistic interpretation: The probability that 
Z, has a jump in [I, t + dl] given 3, is A (dl) + o(dr), while v(B, t. W) is the probability 
that AZ, = Z, -Z,_ E B given 3, and given that a jump occurs at f. We note that 
,t(w, [0, t]) is the dual predictable projection of the counting process R;, of Z,, i.e., 
N, = c,,, ~uz,*ot* and is characterized by 
N, - . t (w, [O, r]l = .?F(-local martingale. 
It is also characterized by the fact that 
for any 5,-stopping time S < T [2; 5, VT39]. 
Let T bc an arbitrary T,-stopping time, S the jump time of Z, immcdiatcly after 
T. i.c., S = inf{r; N, # N, _, r > T}, and W = S - T. Then a formula for the conditional 
distribution of W given $r is given in the following lemma. 
I.emmu 2.1. The cotdiriotd distrihuriot~ of W is giuett by 
I J 
1’ c I 
P(W/sxl.F,.)= 1 -exp - Ar(s,w)ds 
‘I 1 
w/ler~ (s, w) + A t.(~, W) is N tnrasurahk funcriott defitwl on {(s, w); s 2 T(w)} ad 
Proof. Since the process ,t (w. [0, r]) = I:, A (s, w) ds is the dual predictable projection 
of N,, and since, for any x 5 0, S A (r +x) = min{S, T +x} is an s,-stopping time 
such that Sh(T+x)aT, we have 
for any x 2 0 [ 10, VT37). Noting that 
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and T is .?&-measurable. we can interchange the conditional expectation E(./&-) 
and the integration with respect to ds. so 
E[fV SnlT+rl -N~/sTI= JTT- E[A~s,w)l,,~~=,\i,, I&Ids. 
Therefore if V(W, x) = P(w >x /ST) (here we take a version which is right- 
continuous and decreasing in x), by definition of ATIS, w) and since 
NS*,T+r, -Nr =f(U.SX), 
we have 
J 
T+r 
1 - V(w, x) = ~~_(s,w)V(w,s-T)ds, 
T 
which yields the desired result: 
I c 
7-*x 
V(w, t) = exp - Ar(s,w)ds . q 1 
t Jr J 
Remark 2.2. When A (s, w) is right-continuous in 
given by 
s, an intcrprctation of A r(.s, W) is 
as. on {T < .s}. 
In fact, the ahovc can bc read as 
1 P(.s-T< W~s+h -Tl.F,.) 
A , (s, w ) = lim - 
II 111 I1 I’( w > s - -I- 1 LF,.) 
as. on {T<s} 
and this follows directly from l.cmma 2.1 and from the fact that Ar(.s, W) is 
right-continuous when A (s. co) is right-continuous. 
Returning to storage equation (l.l), note that there exists a unique solution as 
long as the difcrential equation 
dx, = --r(x,), xo = x (2.2) 
has a unique solution. We can construct it in the following way, which is analogous 
to that given in [3]. Let T,, Tz, . . . , with T,, = 0, be jump times of A, and let q(x, I) 
bc the unique solution of (2.2). Let us define 
&,+,h)=q(5;,(w), T,,+,-T,)+~(~(S,,(W). T,+,-T,,)~+I(w) 
recursively where a,, = A.r, -A-r_-. Then we have 
X(W)=~(~,,(W),I-T,,(W)) if T,s[<T,,I. 
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When I(-) is non-decreasing, then (2.2) has a unique solution q(x, t) which is 
non-decreasing in .r for each t [3,4], and this fact will be used in Theorem 3.2. 
For the storage process X, to be non-negative, we assume throughout the paper 
that r(O) = 0 and S( . ) is non-negative. 
3. Upper bound for expected hitting time 
In this section we assume that the s,-adapted increasing jump process A, has a 
local description {u(d.r, t, w), ,t(w, dr)} such that 
z t (w. [O. tl, = 5,,’ A b, WI ds 
where A (I, W) is an $,-adapted measurable process. Note that, in this case, the 
measure v is defined on (0, a)), and all the results obtained For Z, in the previous 
section apply to A,. We also assume that r( a) is positive except at x = 0. Under 
this situation (1. I) has a unique solution such that between jump times the process 
X, is strictly decreasing until it hits the zero point. Thus for any function g(. ) : R ’ + R 
which is differcntiablc cxccpt at a finite number of points, the process g(X,(w)) has 
only a finitc number of non-diticrentiable points bctwcen jump times for each W. 
Keeping this fact in mind, we have the following proposition. 
gw,)=R(x,,)+ {g(X,_+fi(X,.)x)-g(X,.)}v(dx,s,w)A(s,w)ds 
-I 
I 
g’(X,_)r(X,_) ds +I!, 
,I 
w*hrre n, is (111 9,-martingale. For any non-diferentiable point xg’(x) is defined 
arbitrarily. 
Since the process g(X,(w)) is differentiable with respect to t except at finite points 
between jump times, we have 
R(X~)=R(Xo)+ Z (R(X.)-g(X.-))-llg'(X~_)r(x~_)ds t--t 0 
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and by (2.1) 
,IE,(g(X,)-g(X,-))= 
= JJ ’ {g(x,-+G(X,_).~)-g(X,-)}~(dx,s,w)h(~,w)ds+~, 0 R’ 
where n, is an 9,-martingale. 
Let r*(x) be defined by 
t*(x) = 
i 
inf{r;q(x, t)Cf.} 
03 if {t;q(x.t)SL}=B 
where q(x, t) was defined as the unique solution of (2.2). Note that, when r( .) is 
non-decreasing and positive, 
r*(x) < 00 for all x > 0. 
Then we have the following result, which gives an upper bound for the hitting time 
T under appropriate assumptions. 
Theorem 3.2. We assuttte that A (I, (I)) S K utul that r( . ) is note-dccrrclsitfl: and 
positice escept at O. Suppose also tht there exists a non-negative futtctiotr g ( . ) : R ’ + 
R ’ attd a trlmber i > L such that 
(0) G = inf{g’(.r)r(.r); 0 <x <i, g’(x) exists} > -00, 
(i) g( 3 ) is ~/ilf~retitiahl~* c.wcpt at a Jitrite t~iittibrr of poitlts. atld. with probability 
one, for each s 
J {g(X, .+6(X, )x)-g(X< .)}V(dx,.s,W)i’;M K’ 
OH the set {w ; x, ..(w ) c f}, 
(ii) E~,,,Ig(X,)-g(X,_)I<oo/orall t ~0, 
(iii) there exists ati E > 0 such that, with probability one, for each s 
J {g(X,-+6(X,-)x)-g(X,-)}u(d x, s, w)A (s, w) -g’(X, ..)f(X”V) s -F H’ 
on the set {w; X,_(w)*i}. 
Thetl 
KM-G 
E TcLE(g(X,,))+(- 
E E 
with 8 = xy_,, tiq” -’ and 77 = 1 -exp{-Kt*(.C)}. 
Proof. From Proposition 3.1 we have, for any t >O, 
J 
Tnr R(XTnr) = g(X,d + h,(w) ds +tlr,t 
I, 
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where n, is an S[-martingale and 
h,(w)=j {g(X,-+6(X,-),~)-g(X,-)}V(dx,s,w)A(s,w) 
R' 
Then 
with 
-g’W,-MX,-). 
Tnr 
h,(w) ds = h,(w) ds + 
I 
h,(w) ds 
Blldln[O.fl 
(3.1) 
A(w)={~:x,_(w)~~,~~T(w)} and B(w)={s;X*-(w)<~.s~T(w)}. 
and by our assumption 
I h,(w) ds s -&%4(w)n[O. 11) AlWhI(~.Il 
and 
whcrc % is the Lcbcsguc mcnsurc on R ‘. Thus by the optional sampling thcorcm 
WC have 
Et;,~(A(w)n[O,r])-(KM-G)E~(B(w)n[O,r])~ 
s E R(X,,)- E g(Xr.,) s E R(X(,), 
and by Ictting I tend to infinity WC get, via the monotone convergence theorem, 
&E%(A(w))-(KM-G)E~(~~(w))~EE((X,~) 
since E .%(B(w)) COO, as will be shown soon. 
Now we shall show that 
E Y@(w)) s Or*(Y), 
which at the same time gives the conclusion of the theorem since 
E T=EP’(A(w))+E2?(B(w)). 
Noting that %(B(w)) is the occupation time of X, under i during [0, T] (see 
Fig. I), let us define the sequence of occupation times Tf in each inter-occurrence 
period as follows: Tz =rrth occupation time of X, below Z during an inter- 
occurrence period in which thcrc exists a point s such that X,- <i and s 6 T (see 
Fig. I). 
Let N bc the last index of such {Tf }. Then 
P’(B(w))< TT +a . . +7-E._, +f*(i)sM*(i) 
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*'lo 
C(B(m)) = Tf + TZ + ... + TV + t10 
Fig. 1. Sample path of ,Y,. 
since T: s f*(i) for each i s N - 1, and we have 
E Y(B(w)) s r*(.T)E N. (3.2) 
Now we show that P(N <CO) = I. If WC let S,, be the starting time of rg (see Fig. 
I), then 
N = CO c+T~ < t*(S,,J for all TV 
+T: < f*(.t) for all II. 
The last relationship is due to the fact that f*(a) is non-decreasing and hcncc 
r”(&_)s r*(z) bcca11sc q(*, I) is non-dccrcasing for any fixed I under the assump- 
tion that r( *) is non-dccrcasing. Thus 
P(N = co) < P(7’f c r*(Z) for all II) 
= lim P(T: <f*(,f))P(T$ <f*(Z)(T: <f*(.C)) 
,I -.a? 
x P(TT <r*(f)) T: < r*b3, T; <f*(i)) 
But 
x* * * x P(T: < r*(i)(7-: c r”(Z), . . . ,‘C_, (f*(z)). 
P(T: <r*(i)) = E P(7-: <f*(.C)l&,), 
and by Lemma 2.1 and by the fact that hs,(s, o) s K, 
I I 
.S,4li) 
P(TT cf*(f)lLFs,)= l-exp - AS,(S, w) ds 
s L 1 
S 1 - exp{-Kf *(a)} = q, 
. 
so P( T: < r*(2)) 5 TJ. Similarly 
~(7.: <r*(i)l?-T <f*(.f))=E[P(T; cr*(f)l&))T? <t*(i)] 
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and 
so 
P(T; <t*(.r)lTT cr*(.t))~v. 
Continuing in this manner, we have 
p(Tx <r*(f) for all n)= ,tl% n” =O. 
since r*(i) <co by our assumption and so n < 1, and we get the desired result: 
P(N<co)= 1. 
Returning to (3.2). since P(IV <CD) = 1, we have E N = xr=,, n P(N = n), and we 
shall estimate P(N = n) in the following way. Noting that 
N = n j TT <r*(f), Tf <t*(f), . . . , T:-, <t*(i). 
WC have 
P(,V=n)~P(T: <r*(r). T; <t*(f). . . . , T:.., <t*(i)). 
By the proccdurc above 
P(/V = ,I ) -_ q ” ’ 
and thcrcforc 
P N = ; ,t P(N = n) -: ; ,q” -’ =H<co, 
,I -0 ,, -0 
so 
which is the desired result. [zl 
Remark 3.3. Suppose that 6( .) is bounded and that, with probability one, 
I xu(dx, s, w) s M R’ 
for all s ~0. Then, taking g(x) =x, conditions (0) and (i) in Theorem 3.2 are 
automatically satisfied with G = 0. Thus, if furthermore EX, < 00 for all f 2 0 and 
MK -r(i) CO, then, taking E = MK -r(i), all the conditions (0)~(iii) are satisfied. 
Remark 3.4. (1) From the probabilistic interpretation of the local description 
{~(d.x, s, w), ,t(w, ds)} given in Section 1, It,(w) defined by (3.1) can be interpreted 
as the conditional mean difference of the input and output rates of the modified 
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process g(Xr) at time s, given ss. and so condition (iii) in Theorem 3.2 has an 
interpretation that this conditional mean difference (net input rate) is negative and 
can not exceed -P when the original process is over .f. Condition (i) in Theorem 
3.2 also has an interpretation that the conditional mean jump size of the modified 
process g(X,), given Y5 and given that a jump of the original process occurs at s is 
uniformly bounded when the original process is under .f. 
(2) Rewriting the conclusion in Theorem 3.2, we have 
&(ET-t*(.r)B)-(K~~-G)t*(.3)8~Eg(Xo). (3.3) 
Since, as we have shown in the proof, f*(X)8 is an upper bound of the mean time 
spent while the original process X, is under .\- (i.e., E Y’(B(w)l), F (E T - t*(.t)f?) 
is a lower bound of the mean net output of the modified process g(XtU,, during the 
time original process X, spends over .f, and, when K&f-G > 0, (KM -G )f*(.r)@ 
is an upper bound of the mean net input of the modified process g(X,) during the 
time that the original process stays under .?. Hence the difference between F (E T - 
t*(fM) and (KM-G)t*(.c)H is a lower bound of the mean net output during 
the time T. Eq. (3.3) thus implies that this lower bound cannot cxcccd the mean 
initial content of the modified process g(X,), which is a natural conclusion from 
the definition of T. 
Hemurk 3.5. Suppwc that KM - G < 0. This implies that 
I 
{x(X, +6(x, )S)_K(X, )}U(d.V, s, U)h(S, w)-g’(X, )r(X, )-’ 
I< * 
--KAI-GcO . .: 
on the set {o; X, (w) <X). If WC: take F’ = max(F, G -KM), then assumption (iii) 
in Thcorcm 3.2 holds, with F’ replacing E and J being zero, and the result becomes 
E T s&(X,,)) 
E’ 
(SW [6, Part II, Chap. 2, Section 1 l] for related results). 
Remark 3.6. The tightness of the upper bound obtained here for E T dcpcnds on 
various estimates in the proof. However, as is clear from the proof, the estimation 
given in (3.2) is a key factor. This estimation is not at all tight cspccially when .? 
and A(I, w) are large because, in this case, f*(d) is large while {Tz} are small by 
the frequent occurrence of jumps. To get more sharpe estimate for E%(R(w)) 
remains as a future problem. 
Exnmplt 3.7. Consider a case where the output rate is lincar, i.e.. r(x) = cs ‘, c > 0, 
x + = min{O, .r} and fi(. ) = 1. Let A,, for example, be such that A, = Cay:,, :, where 
N, is a counting process with the stochastic intensity A (f, w) 5 K. and {z,} are 
independent and identically distributed with a common distribution function F(X) 
and are also independent of NC:,- In this case v(ds, s, w) =F(d.r) and 
f*(x) = inf{t, x eecr s L} = 
i 
-‘logL if rz=L 
c x 
0 if X-CL. 
Since sup T(X) = 00, we have 
I 
sr~(d.r,s,w)A(s,w)-supr(.I.)~K~f-supr(.~)=-a, 
R' t t 
where izf = jR. .rrg(d.r, s. W) = j, xf (d.r ) = E Z,. Therefore, for an arbitrary F > 0 
there exists an .c > L such that 
provided that X,_(w) zS. Thus, if we take g(.r) = .r, all the conditions in Theorem 
3.2 arc satisfied with G = 0. and hence 
whcrc 
1 L T- 
r*(i) = --logy and H = x rq” ’ 
c 
with n = 1 -cxp(-Kr*(.c)}. 
s ,, -0 
Example 3.8. (Virtual waiting time in qucucing processes). Consider a qucucing 
process based on the “first come, first served” discipline with a single server. Let 
N,, I E [0, CO), bc a counting process representing the total number of customers 
arriving during [0, I], and let S,, be the service time of the 11th customer. Then the 
virtual waiting time n, is the unique solution of 
vlr = ? S, - 
I 
‘l(n,)dr. so = 0 
8 -0 II 
(3.4) 
(see [ 1, Section 61, for example), where I(X) = 1 for x >O, I(x) = 0 for x = 0. Then 
(3.4) is fully analogous to (1.1) with 
x, = 771, A, = % S,, r(x)=I(x), S(x)= 1. 
i -0 
Let {u(dx, s, w ), A (s, w )} be the local description of A,, i.e., A (s, w) is the stochastic 
intensity of the arriving process N, and v(ds, s, w) is, in the probabilistic interprcta- 
tion, the conditional distribution of scrvicc time for a customer arriving at s. We 
suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A (r, w ) G K and. with probability one, 
on the set {w; q,_(w) <.f} where .C is a positive constant. That is, a customer who 
arrives at s and finds his virtual waiting time is less than .f has the conditional 
mean service time less than M. 
(ii) There exists an E > 0 such that. with probability one. 
J .rr,(d.r, s, w )A (s, w I- 1 5 -e R. 
on the set {w ; q,_(w) P S}. 
Then we can take g(r) = I, and by setting L = 0 we have a bound for E T: 
KM-1 
E TdE ,,,+(--+ 1 
& F 
with 
f) = f ,lT7’i ’ and Tj = 1 -cxp{-Kf}. 
,I - I 
Remark 3.9. In condition (ii) of Example 3.8 
can be intcrprctcd as the ratio of conditional mean service time to mean inter-arrival 
time. We note that this condition is analogous to the one given in an example of 
state-dependent queues in [9, (i) in Section 3.21, although, in [9], the condition is 
prcscnted in the form of the diticrence between (conditional) mean service time 
and mean inter-arrival time. Note that our condition (i) is also similar to the other 
conditions in [9] ((ii) and (iii) in Section 3.2). 
4. A cuncluding remark 
Although we have treated the case where jumps occur upward and the process 
is decreasing between jump times, we can also consider the contrary case where 
jumps occur downward and the process is increasing between jump times. One 
such example is the following equation: 
I 
X,=min X0+ 
t J r(X,)ds- 0 J 
I 
6(X,-)dA,,O 
0 I 
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with an interpretation that r( -) is the production rate, A, the demand process, and 
that negative inventory is not allowed. Here we only suggest that analysis of the 
expected hitting time problem is also possible for this model through techniques 
similar to those we have used. 
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